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Pricedex PDM Web Explorer™
PDM Web Explorer is a highly
configurable webcatalog viewer for
publications created using AutoPIM Pro™
PDM Web Explorer is designed to utilize
a number of advanced features
contained in the AutoPIM Pro solution,
including a configurable parametric
search engine and User security.
Dynamic Catalog views of Static
Information
PDM Web Explorer is configured to
display information auto-published from
AutoPIM Pro.
Several specific elements can be included
in the PDM Web Explorer datafile,
including UserValidation, Expiry Dates,
Localized information including
languages and currencies, display
settings and search permissions,
resulting in a dynamic catalogue view
based upon User profiles.
Easy Catalogue Customization
PDM Web Explorer is a web-based
application which uses XML and XSLT to
display the information published in a
PDM Explorer datafile.
Catalog branding elements are easy to
configure within the stylesheets. AutoPIM
Pro stores and maintains all information
for use in the catalogue, including
graphics names and locations, hyperlinks
and other rich collateral content, so most
customization can be performed without
the need of a Web Developer.

Online and Offline Use
Catalogues produced in the PDM Explorer
format are interoperable on the web and
on a desktop PC, using the PDM Catalog
Explorer, an intranet-based catalog
viewer developed by Pricedex.
Embed Web-Compatible Components
Configurable stylesheets enable the
inclusion of IE compatible plug-ins, such
as Adobe Acrobat and Microsoft Excel.
Optional Lookups
The catalog optionally uses your
subscription to the Auto Care VCdb or
the American Trucking Association
VMRS to provide further visual lookup
facilities.
Functions Include
User Logon
Parametric Catalogue Search and Display
Multiple Catalogue Views
Copy, Paste and Print functions
Print Picklist / Load Shopping Cart
Operates on
• Windows / Linux / Unix
• Apache / IIS Web Servers

Cart Integration
PDM Web Explorer includes a Cart which
can pass information to a Transaction
Server, and enable the user to print a
pick list or an offline Order Form.
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